Martin’s Magic
CHILDREN’S ENTERTAINER : CLOSE-UP MAGICIAN
Martin is always a big hit with the children. He is funny, has
lots of magic tricks to show, and always brings along some of
his friends including Fred the Parrot, Barry, the life-size
ventriloquist dummy and Wizzie and Woo, the live magic
rabbits.
The show can also include Magic Martin's Puppet Theatre.
The grown ups can relax knowing the children are having a
great time.

Martin's magic is ideally adapted for outside work and shopping malls. Whether the
audience is one of children only or a mixture of adults and children the entertainment
comes fast and furious.
Stand-up magic with a comedy flavour, balloon modelling, puppets, Punch and Judy and
ventriloquism - all are available.
Magic Martin's traditional Punch and Judy show really gets the children going. Using figures
last seen on Swanage beach in 1969 the show is always a little bit different according to
the audience and Mr Punch's mood.
The mayhem lasts for about 20 minutes and can be incorporated into a magic show or
booked on its own.
Unsolicited testimonials
"Thank you for coming to my party. I really like your tricks. I loved Wizzie - I keep the picture by my bed.!" (Jessica,
Bicester)
"We enjoyed ourselves very much at Helen's party. Many thanks and love from" (Jaimie, Fiona, Hattie, Sam, Emma,
Edward, James, Laura, Oxford)

Your Questions Answered
What age groups are catered for?
3-5 years old; 6-9 years old; 10 years and above. Martin has a different show for each group
What does Martin do?
Besides showing his amazing magic, much of which includes the
participation of the children, Martin also creates animals and other objects
from balloons, has fun with a variety of puppets, and creates a colourful and
laugh-filled environment. For birthday parties, there is always a special trick
for the birthday child with a surprise gift. The show always ends with the
miraculous appearance of Wizzie and Woo, the magic rabbits.
Can Martin take over the complete party for me?
Of course! The 2 hour Complete Party Package includes games, prizes and
the Magic Show or Magic Show with Puppet Theatre. You just supply the
food and drinks.
How long does the Magic Show last?
The Magic Show lasts 60 minutes.

Adult Close-Up and Cabaret
Close-Up or Table Top Magic has become very popular.
Magic that happens right under your nose has a fascinating appeal. There
are three main types of Close-Up magic which Martin performs.
Private Parties
Working at a table, Martin can entertain you and your guests with 60
minutes of magic. Mostly using everyday and borrowed objects Martin will
amaze, astonish and entertain you and your friends with magic that happens
right before you. Not to be missed.
Dinners and Restaurants
Moving from table to table, Martin entertains the diners between and after
the courses. Turn a meal into an event with Magic Martin.
Walk Around
For Buffet style parties and events, Martin will amaze and entertain your
guests with magic from his pockets. A fascinating experience!
Corporate Functions
How do you get the customers on to your stand at that important exhibition or trade show? Martin can provide the
answer. Potential customers will be intrigued and amazed by Martin's amazing and amusing magic (much of which can
be customised to your product) and once hooked they are in a receptive mood to look more closely at the products or
services that you have to offer. Maximize your sales by magic! Martin can also provide magical entertainment at your
reception or sales conference.
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